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1. Mahjong Denmark’s data responsibility
We handle personal information, and therefore, we have adopted this Privacy Policy, which provides you
with a brief summary of how we process your personal information, to ensure a fair and transparent
handling.
All our data processing is done for specific purposes and to further specific legitimate interests. We only
handle the personal information which is relevant and necessary for the specified purposes, and we delete
your information, when it is no longer needed.

2. Contact info for the data controller
Mahjong Denmark is the data controller, and we ensure that your personal data is processed according to
the law. Contact information:
Contact: Tina Christensen
Address: Lundtoftegade 82, 4. tv., 2200 København N
CVR: 30464613
Telephone: 21259153
Mail: mahjong@mahjong.dk
Website: www.mahjong.dk

3. Processing personal information
We process the following personal information:
Member data:
Common personal information for contact and registration: Name, Address and E-mail.
Rating

4. Where do we collect data?
When provided by you.
Rating is calculated based on games played.

5. Our purpose in processing your personal information
We process your data for specific purposes, when we have a legitimate reason.

These legitimate reasons are in particular:
When it is in the association’s legitimate interests based on the Balance of Interest Condition
To fulfill a contract with you
When you consent to it
When required by law

The purposes are:
To handle memberships, including membership fees
To administrate your relations to us
To plan, execute and evaluate the association’s activities (mahjong and other)
To comply with existing laws, including The Act on Non-Formal Education and Democratic
Voluntary Activity

6. Legitimate interests
We only process your data based on legitimate interests. The extent, to which we process your membership
information based on the Balance of Interest Condition, is limited to our justified interests, such as:
Performing mahjong activities, including planning and internal listing of results
Handling your rights as a member according to our regulations etc., including purposes related
to the General Assembly
Handling your duties as a member, including the collection of membership fees
Hosting social activities, sports or competitive activities and other activities
Using photos taken in the association, depicting a specific activity or situation
Passing on your common information to EMA, MIL, WRC, WMO, when relevant and necessary
in relation to mahjong activities
Storing your common information for a period after your withdrawal, for administrative and
practical reasons
Preserving historical data of import to statistics and similar
When you play mahjong in Mahjong Denmark, the games are registered and added to the associations:
Rating Lists
Your personal rating
Division games and standings

Qualifications for European and World Championships
The rating lists are publicly accessible. Should you wish to not figure on the associations rating lists, please
contact the data controller at mahjong@mahjong.dk and your data will be hidden.
Division games, standings and the qualifications are publicly accessible. Should you wish to not figure on
these lists, please contact the data controller at mahjong@mahjong.dk and your data will be hidden.

7. Consent
In most cases our data processing will have another legal basis than your explicit consent. Therefore we will
only seek your consent in the rare cases it is necessary for the purposes listed above.
If we seek your consent, it is voluntary whether you want to give it, and you can withdraw your consent at
any time, by informing us.
When we collect personal information from children and youths, we estimate whether the child is allowed
to provide the specific information. If not, we will seek consent from a parent or guardian. We regard children
of 15 years and older as able to give their own consent.
Should we obtain personal information from children through apps or social media, children down to 13 years
old may provide consent.

8. Sharing your personal information
In connection with mahjong activities, we share information about participation and results with relevant
mahjong organizations.
We do not share your personal data with companies for marketing purposes without your express consent.

9. Storing and deletion of your personal information
We will store your personal data in a period after the end of membership according to the following criteria:
Due to practical and administrative concerns, we store your common information for up to 3 years after your
withdrawal from the association.

10. Your rights
When we process your data, you have a number of rights as specified by the General Data Protection
Regulation:
The right of access
The right to rectification
The right to be forgotten

The right to restriction of processing
The right to data portability
The right to object
You can assert your rights, including objecting to our processing, by contacting us. Our contact info is listed
above.
For example, should you contact us with a request to delete or correct your personal information, we will
investigate whether the criteria are fulfilled, and if so, proceed with the deletion or correction as soon as
possible.
You can at any time lodge any complaints with the relevant authorities, such as Datatilsynet

11. Revision of the Privacy Policy
We reserve the right to make changes in this Privacy Policy from time to time. If changes are made, the date
at the top of this Policy will be changed. At any time, the currently applicable Privacy Policy will be accessible
through our webpage. You will be informed about any major changes.

